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California
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have
no
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to
order
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in the
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to
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BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

The
Grand Jury’s
Jury’s Function
Function and
for the
The Grand
and Reasons
Reasons for
the Secrecy
Secrecy
Requirement
Requirement

As
by the
Court 20
As explained
explained by
the California
California Supreme
Supreme Court
20 years
years ago
ago in
in

McClatchy
v. Superior
Superior Court,2
grand jury
jury has
has three
three basic
basic
McClatchy Newspapers
Newspapers v.
Court,2 aa grand
functions:
whether indictindictfunctions: (1)
(1) “to
“to weigh
weigh criminal
criminalcharges
charges and
and determine
determine whether

ments
should be
be returned”;
returned”; (2)
(2) “to
ments should
“to weigh
weigh allegations
allegations of
of misconduct
misconduct
against
public
officials
and
determine
whether
to
present
formal
against public officials and determine whether to present formal accusaaccusations requesting
requesting their
their removal
removal from
from office”;
office”; and
the public’s
public’s
tions
and (3)
(3) “to
“toact
act as
as the
watchdog
by investigating
investigating and
reporting upon
upon the
the affairs
affairs of
of local
local governwatchdog by
and reporting
government.
ment. Of
Ofthese
these functions,
functions, the
the watchdog
watchdog role
role is
is by
by far
far the
the one
one most
most often
often
played
by the
the modern
modern grand
grand jury
jury in
in California.”3
played by
California.”3
California,
of grand
grand jury
jury evieviCalifornia, like
like other
other jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, deems
deems secrecy
secrecy of
dence
to be
be essential
essentialto
toaagrand
grandjury’s
jury’s ability
ability to
functions.
dence to
to carry
carry out
out these
these functions.
As
court observed
observed in
in McClatchy:
McClatchy:
As the
the court
[I]f [grand
[grand jury]
jury] proceedings
proceedings were
were made
made public,
public, many
many prospective
prospective
[I]f

witnesses
would be
be hesitant
hesitant to
to come
come forward
forward voluntarily,
voluntarily, knowing
witnesses would
knowing
that
those against
againstwhom
whom they
they testify
testify would
would be
of that
that those
be aware
aware of
that testimotestimony.
before the
the grand
grand jury
jury would
would
ny. Moreover,
Moreover,witnesses
witnesses who
who appeared
appeared before
be
less
likely
to
testify
fully
and
frankly,
as
they
would
be
open
retbe less likely to testify fully and frankly, as they would be open to
to ret4
ribution
ribution as
as well
wellas
astotoinducements.4
inducements.

The
Limited Situations
Situations in
The Limited
in Which
Which California
California Statutes
Statutes Authorize
Authorize
Disclosure
Disclosure

Based
on the
the importance
importanceof
of secrecy
secrecytotothe
thefulfillment
fulfillment of
of a
grand jury’s
jury’s
Based on
a grand
functions,
the California
California legislature
has specified
specified only
only four
four situations
in
functions, the
legislature has
situations in
which
which disclosure
disclosure of
of grand
grand jury
jury evidentiary
evidentiary evidence
evidence is
is permissible.
permissible.

••

••

First,
First, “by
“bycourt
courtorder[,]
order[,]the
thetestimony
testimonyofofaawitness
witnessmay
may be
be disclosed
disclosed
to
determine
whether
it
is
consistent
with
testimony
given
before
to determine whether it is consistent with testimony given before the
the
court
court or
or when
when relevant
relevant to
to aa charge
charge of
of perjury.”5
perjury.”5

Second,
“when an
an indictment
indictment is
Second, “when
is returned,
returned, transcripts
transcripts of
of testimony
testimony
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••
••

taken before
before the
the grand
grand jury
jury are
taken
are to
to be
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the defendant
defendant and
and
thereafter
filed for
thereafter filed
forpublic
publicaccess.”6
access.”6

Third,
grand jury
jury may
Third, “evidentiary
“evidentiarymaterials
materials gathered
gathered by
by one
one grand
may be
be disdis7
closed
to aa succeeding
grand jury.”7
closed to
succeeding grand
jury.”

Fourth,
civil grand
unpriviFourth, with
with court
court approval,
approval, aa civil
grand jury
jury “may
“may release
release unprivileged
evidentiary materials
public, so
the names
namesof
of witwitleged evidentiary
materials to
to the
the public,
so long
long as
as the
nesses
andany
anyfacts
factsidentifying
identifying the
are withheld.”
withheld.”88
nesses and
the witnesses
witnesses are

California’s
Allow Disclosure
California’s Pre-Goldstein
Pre-Goldstein Refusal
Refusal To
To Allow
Disclosure To
To The
The
Public
Authorization
Public Without
Without Statutory
Statutory Authorization

Before
Before Goldstein,
Goldstein, the
the California
CaliforniaSupreme
Supreme Court
Court already
already had
had held
held that
that
neither grand
grand juries
juries nor
nor California
California courts
inherent power
power to
to allow
allow
neither
courts have
have inherent
disclosure
of grand
disclosure of
grand jury
jury evidence
evidence in
in situations
situations other
other than
than those
those specified
specified
by
California legislature.
by the
the California
legislature.
The court
court held
The
held in
in McClatchy
McClatchy that
that aa grand
grand jury
jurydoes
does not
not have
have inherent
inherent
power to
to disclose
evidentiary material
material to
to the
the public.
public. The
power
disclose evidentiary
Thecourt
courtreasoned
reasoned
that “the
that
“the grand
grand jury’s
jury’s powers
powers are
are only
only those
those which
which the
the Legislature
Legislature has
has
deemed
appropriate”
and
that
“several
statutes
governing
the
grand
jury’s
deemed appropriate” and that “several statutes governing the grand jury’s
operation persuasively
persuasively indicate
indicate that
that the
the grand
grand jury
jury is
operation
is not
not empowered
empowered to
to
disclose raw
raw evidentiary
evidentiary materials”
materials” absent
explicit statutory
statutory authority
authority to
disclose
absent explicit
to
9 The court particularly emphasized California Penal Code § 924.4’s
do
so.9
do so. The court particularly emphasized California Penal Code § 924.4’s
authorization
to a
succeeding grand
grand jury,
jury, explaining:
explaining:
authorization to
to disclose
disclose evidence
evidence to
a succeeding

If
grand jury
jury could
could not
If prior
priortotothe
theenactment
enactment of
of section
section 924.4
924.4 aa grand
not disdisclose
evidentiary materials
even to
to aa succeeding
succeedinggrand
grandjury,
jury, aafortiori
fortiori
close evidentiary
materials even
itit could
statutory permission,
could not,
not,absent
absent separate
separate and
and express
express statutory
permission, disdisclose
such materials
materials to
to the
thepublic.
public. And
And further,
further, if
if before
close such
before section
section 924.4
924.4
was
enacted in
in 1975
1975 the
the grand
grand jury
jury was
to diswas enacted
was actually
actually empowered
empowered to
disclose
evidence
and
other
materials
as
it
pleased,
the
Legislature’s
close evidence and other materials as it pleased, the Legislature’s
grant
grant of
of specific
specific authority
authoritytotorelease
release such
such materials
materials to
tosucceeding
succeeding
grand
of secgrand juries
juries would
wouldhave
havebeen
been unnecessary
unnecessary and
and the
the enactment
enactment of
section
tion 924.4
924.4 meaningless.10
meaningless.10
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Eleven years
years later,
later,the
thecourt
courtheld
heldin
in Daily
Daily Journal
Eleven
Journal Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Superior
Superior
Court11
thatCalifornia
California courts
courts likewise
likewise have
have no
no inherent
inherent power
power to
to order
order
Court11 that
disclosure
of
grand
jury
evidence.
Relying
primarily
on
its
reasoning
in
disclosure of grand jury evidence. Relying primarily on its reasoning in
McClatchy, the
“[I]f superior
McClatchy,
the court
court concluded:
concluded: “[I]f
superior courts
courts could
could disclose
disclose
materials based
based only
only on
on their
their inherent
the statutory
statutory rules
governmaterials
inherent powers,
powers, the
rules governing
disclosure
of
grand
jury
testimony
would
be
swallowed
up
in that
ing disclosure of grand jury testimony would be swallowed up in
that
large
exception.” Thus,
large exception.”
Thus, “whatever
“whateverexercise
exercise of
of authority
authority to
to disclose
disclose grand
grand
jury
expressly permitted
permitted by
by the
the Legislature
Legislature is
is proprojury materials
materials has
has not
not been
been expressly

12
hibited.”12
hibited.”
McClatchy
Daily Journal
McClatchy and
and Daily
Journal together
together prohibit
prohibit disclosure
disclosure of
of grand
grand
jury
jury evidence
evidence to
to the
the public
public under
under any
anycircumstances
circumstances not
not specifically
specifically
authorized
by statute.
authorized by
statute. The
The question
question left
left open
open by
by those
those two
two decisions
decisions and
and
presented
in Goldstein
Goldstein was
was whether
whether the
the same
same prohibition
prohibition applies
presented in
applies to
to the
the
disclosure of
of grand
grand jury
jury evidence
evidenceto
tocivil
civil litigants.
litigants.
disclosure

THE
THE GOLDSTEIN
GOLDSTEIN CASE
CASE

Plaintiff’s
Jury
Plaintiff’s Civil
Civil Action
Action and
and Requests
Requests for
for Access
Access to
to Grand
Grand Jury
Evidence
for
Use
in
Support
of
His
Claims
Evidence for Use in Support of His Claims

The plaintiff
plaintiff in
in part
The
inGoldstein
Goldstein was
was convicted
convicted of
of murder
murder based
based in
part on
on
13 Several years after his convicthe
testimony
of
a
jailhouse
informant.13
the testimony of a jailhouse informant. Several years after his conviction,
jury issued
public report
tion, the
the Los
Los Angeles
Angeles County
County grand
grand jury
issued a
a public
report regarding
regarding
the
misuse of
of jailhouse
jailhouse informants
informants over
of
the misuse
over the
the preceding
preceding pervasive
pervasive misuse
misuse of
14 The Superior Court
jailhouse
informants
during
the
preceding
10
years.14
jailhouse informants during the preceding 10 years. The Superior Court
ordered that
that evidence
evidence obtained
obtainedand
andused
usedby
bythe
thegrand
grandjury
jury were
were “to
“to be
ordered
be

kept
by the
the court”
court” and
kept secure
secure by
and “not
“not to
to be
be viewed,
viewed, inspected
inspected or
or copied
copied
except
by
order
of
the
Presiding
Judge,
Assistant
Presiding
Judge,
or the
except by order of the Presiding Judge, Assistant Presiding Judge, or
the
15
Supervising
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Division.”15
Supervising Judge
Judge of
Division.”
The
grand jury’s
jury’s public
public report
prompted the
the plaintiff
plaintiff to
writ of
of
The grand
report prompted
to seek
seek aa writ
16 Based in part on evidence that the inforhabeas
corpus
in
federal
habeas corpus in federal court. Based in part on evidence that the inforcourt.16
mant
who testified
plaintiff had
mant who
testified against
against the
the plaintiff
had received
received benefits
benefits in
in exchange
exchange
for
the petition,
petition, finding
finding that
for his
his testimony,
testimony, the
the federal
federal court
court granted
granted the
that the
the
informant
“fits
the
profile
of
the
dishonest
informant
that
the
Grand
Jury
informant “fits the profile of the dishonest informant that the Grand Jury
Report
found to
to be
be highly
highly active…at
active…at the
the time
time of
of [plaintiff’s]
[plaintiff’s] conviction.”17
Report found
conviction.”17
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The
plaintiff then
The plaintiff
then brought
brought an
an action
action in
in federal
federal court
court under
under 42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§
1983
based on
onthe
theallegation
allegationthat
thatpolice
police officers
officers and
and members
membersof
of the
theDistrict
District
1983 based
Attorney’s
office
had
wrongfully
obtained
his
conviction
by
misusing
jailAttorney’s office had wrongfully obtained his conviction by misusing jail18 While his action was pending, the plaintiff
house
informant
testimony.18
house informant testimony. While his action was pending, the plaintiff
requested
by letter
letter that
that the
the Superior
Superior Court
Court give
requested by
give him
himaccess
access to
to the
the evidence
evidence
considered by
by the
jury for
considered
the grand
grand jury
foruse
use in
insupport
supportofofhis
hisSection
Section1983
1983claims.19
claims.19

The
Superior Court’s
Court’s and
and Court
Court of
of Appeal’s
Appeal’s Rulings
Rulings
The Superior

In response
to the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s letter,
Court took
In
response to
letter, the
the Superior
Superior Court
took the
the posiposition
that
the
plaintiff
could
obtain
that
evidence
only
by
serving
a
federal
tion that the plaintiff could obtain that evidence only by serving a federal
20 However, when the plaintiff served a federal subpoena, the
subpoena.20
subpoena.
However, when the plaintiff served a federal subpoena, the
Superior Court
him to
Superior
Court asked
asked him
to withdraw
withdrawthe
thesubpoena
subpoena and
and instead
instead make
make aa
21
motion
to
the
Superior
Court
for
release
of
the
evidence.21
The
plaintiff
motion to the Superior Court for release of the evidence. The plaintiff
complied
complied and
and filed
filedaamotion
motionseeking
seekingaccess
access to
to the
the evidence
evidence under
under several
several
California Penal
The
California
PenalCode
CodeSections,
Sections, including
includingSections
Sections924.2
924.2and
and929.22
929.22 The
23
Superior
Court
denied
the
motion.23
Superior Court denied the motion.

The
plaintiff petitioned
the California
California Court
Court of
of Appeal
Appeal for
for aa writ
writ of
of
The plaintiff
petitioned the
mandate compelling
compelling the
mandate
the Superior
Superior Court
Court to
to grant
grant him
himaccess
access to
to the
the grand
grand
jury
jury evidence.24 The
The Court
Court of
of Appeal
Appeal granted
granted the
the petition,
petition, rejecting
rejecting the
the
evidence.24
plaintiff’s
arguments
that
disclosure
was
permitted
by
the
Penal
Code
secplaintiff’s arguments that disclosure was permitted by the Penal Code sections but
tions
but holding
holding that
that California
California courts
courts have
have inherent
inherent authority
authority to
to order
order
disclosure
of grand
grand jury
jury evidence
to civil
civil litigants
disclosure of
evidence to
litigants“to
“toprevent
preventinjustice.”25
injustice.”25
in
The
Court of
of Appeal
relied in
in part
The Court
Appeal relied
part on:
on: (1)
(1) the
the standards
standards announced
announced in
Douglas
that allow
allow disclosure
Douglas Oil
Oil Co.
Co. v.
v. Petrol
Petrol Stops
Stops Northwest
Northwest that
disclosure of
of grand
grand
jury evidence
to Fed.
Fed. R.
R. Crim.
Crim. Proc.
jury
evidence pursuant
pursuant to
Proc. 6(e)
6(e) “when
“when so
so directed
directed by
by aa
court
preliminarily
to
or
in
connection
with
a
judicial
proceeding”;
and
(2)
court preliminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding”; and (2)
the California
California Supreme
in Ex
Ex Parte
that disclodisclothe
Supreme Court’s
Court’s statement
statement in
Parte Sontag
Sontag that
sure of
of grand
grand jury
jury evidence
may be
be permitted
permitted for
for “the
“the purposes
of public
public
sure
evidence may
purposes of
26
justice.”26
The
Court
of
Appeal
distinguished
McClatchy
and
justice.” The Court of Appeal distinguished McClatchy and Daily
Daily
Journal
had involved
involved disclosures
to the
Journal on
on the
the ground
ground that
that those
those cases
cases had
disclosures to
the
public rather
public
rather than
than only
only to
to civil
civillitigants.27
litigants.27

The
Supreme Court’s
Court’s Decision
Decision
The Supreme

The
Court reversed,
reversed, holding
holding that
The Supreme
Supreme Court
that its
its conclusions
conclusions and
and reareasoning
in McClatchy
McClatchy and
Daily Journal
soning in
and Daily
Journalapplies
applies equally
equally to
to disclosures
disclosures to
to
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civil
civil litigants.
litigants. As
Asthe
thecourt
courtstated:
stated: “If
“Ifthe
thecourts
courts had
had broad
broad inherent
inherent
authority
grand jury
jury materials
materials to
to litigants
litigants in
of
authority to
to release
release grand
in the
the interests
interests of
justice,
there
would
be
no
need
for
the
statutes
permitting
disclosure
in
justice, there would be no need for the statutes permitting disclosure in
limited circumstances.
limited
circumstances. We
We have
have not
not distinguished
distinguished between
between public
public and
and
private
private disclosure.”28
disclosure.”28
The
announcedinin Douglas
Douglas Oil
Oil
The court
court explained
explained that
that the
the standards
standards announced
based
on Fed.
Fed. R.
R. Crim.
Crim. Proc.
California
based on
Proc. 6(e)
6(e) were
were inapplicable
inapplicable because
because California
“has taken
different approach.
give the
courts discretion
discretion to
to
“has
taken aa different
approach. Our
Our statutes
statutes give
the courts
order disclosure
disclosureonly
only in
in limited
limited circumstances[,]”
leaving “no
“no room
room for
for
order
circumstances[,]” leaving
the courts
courts to
to fashion
fashion broadly
broadly applicable
like those
articulated in
in
the
applicable standards
standards like
those articulated
29
Douglas
Oil.”29
The
court
noted
that
the
plaintiff
is
“free
to
renew
his
Douglas Oil.” The court noted that the plaintiff is “free to renew his
attempt to
to obtain
obtain discovery
discovery by
by federal
which would
attempt
federal subpoena,”
subpoena,” which
would be
be subject
subject
to the
federal disclosure
However, the
the court
court also
also cautioned
cautioned that
that
to
the federal
disclosure standard.30
standard.30 However,
federal
courts
are
in
“conflict”
regarding
“the
extent
of
federal
courts’
federal courts are in “conflict” regarding “the extent of federal courts’
power
power to
to compel
compel disclosure
disclosure over
over the
the objection
objectionofofaastate
statecourt.”31
court.”31
The
not give
give California
The court
court also
also clarified
clarified that
that Sontag
Sontag does
does not
California courts
courts
inherent
power
to
order
disclosure
of
grand
jury
evidence
to
a
litigant
“in
inherent power to order disclosure of grand jury evidence to a litigant “in
32
the
Sontag held
held that
that “[t]he
“[t]he mere
To the
the contrary,
contrary, Sontag
mere
the interests
interests of
of justice.”32
justice.” To
inconvenience
or
difficulty
of
proving
[a]
fact
ought
not
to
overrule
inconvenience or difficulty of proving [a] fact ought not to overrule the
the
many
grave objections”
objections” to
to disclosure
disclosure “not
“not only
many grave
only not
not directly
directly authorized,
authorized,
but
did leave
open the
the possibilpossibilSontag did
leave open
but expressly
expressly forbidden
forbiddenby
bystatute.”33
statute.”33 Sontag
ity
that
grand
jury
evidentiary
materials
could
be
disclosed
in
ity that grand jury evidentiary materials could be disclosed in without
without
express
statutory authorization
authorization “when
“when their
their disclosure
express statutory
disclosure is
is absolutely
absolutely necnecessary.”34
the fact
fact that
that plaintiff
plaintiff in
“able to
However, the
in Goldstein
Goldstein had
had been
been “able
to
essary.”34 However,
secure
his
release
on
habeas
corpus
without
the
[grand
jury]
evidentiary
secure his release on habeas corpus without the [grand jury] evidentiary
materials” confirmed
for the
materials”
confirmed that
that his
his request
request for
the grand
grand jury
jury materials
materials was
was
based not
not on
on absolute
absolute necessity,
necessity,but
butrather
ratheron
onthe
the“‘mere
“‘mere inconvenience
inconvenience or
or
based
35 The
difficulty
of
proving
the
fact[s]’
needed
to
make
out
his
civil
case.”35
difficulty of proving the fact[s]’ needed to make out his civil case.” The
court
in Goldstein
therefore “le[ft]
“le[ft] for
private litiliticourt in
Goldstein therefore
for another
another day
day whether
whether aa private
gant
may
obtain
disclosure
of
grand
jury
[evidentiary]
materials
without
gant may obtain disclosure of grand jury [evidentiary] materials without
express
statutory authorization,
express statutory
authorization, on
onaa showing
showingofofabsolute
absolutenecessity.”36
necessity.”36
Finally,
Finally, the
the court
court concluded
concluded that
that the
the plaintiff
plaintiff had
had not
notestablished
established aa
basis
for
disclosure
under
any
applicable
Penal
Code
section.
basis for disclosure under any applicable Penal Code section. Section
Section 919
919
did
the grand
grandjury
jury had
had not
not made
madeany
anyinformation
information availavaildid not
not apply
apply because
because the
37 And, although Section 924.2 might permit disclosure
able to
to the
the public.
public.37
And, although Section 924.2 might permit disclosure
able
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of relevant
at trial,
trial,
of
relevant portions
portions of
of grand
grand jury
jury testimony
testimony to
to impeach
impeach aa witness
witness at
the plaintiff
plaintiff had
requestfor
forthe
the“limited
“limited form
form of
the
had not
not made
made aa request
of disclosure”
disclosure”
allowed
court therefore
therefore“le[ft]
“le[ft] itit for
allowed by
bythat
thatsection.38
section.38 The
The court
for the
the superior
superior
court and
the federal
federal district
district court,
to
court
and the
court, with
with the
the cooperation
cooperation of
of the
the parties,
parties, to
sort out
out additional
appropriateprocedures
proceduresfor
forproviding
providing[plaintiff]
[plaintiff] with
with
sort
additional appropriate
access
tothe
thetestimony
testimony of
of grand
grand jury
jury witnesses
witnesses under
under section
section 924.2”
924.2” if
if he
access to
he
later
later chose
chose to
to seek
seek disclosure
disclosureunder
underthat
thatsection.39
section.39

GOLDSTEIN’S
GOLDSTEIN’S PRACTICAL
PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE
SIGNIFICANCE

The
decisionisis practically
practically significant
significant in
in at
The Goldstein
Goldstein decision
at least
least two
two
respects. First,
First, it
it is
numberof
of civil
civil
respects.
is likely
likelyto
toaffect
affect aa considerably
considerably greater
greater number
actions in
in the
affected in
in the
the past
past by
by the
the McClatchy
McClatchy
actions
the future
future than
than have
have been
been affected
40
and
Daily
Journal
decisions.40
Second,
it
gives
California
civil
litigants aa
and Daily Journal decisions. Second, it gives California civil litigants
unique
incentive to
to invoke
invoke federal
federal court
court jurisdiction
jurisdiction instead
of or
or in
in addiunique incentive
instead of
addition
court jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
tion to
to state
state court
in civil
civilactions
actionsinvolving
involvingissues
issuesthat
that are
are the
the
subjects
of
California
grand
jury
investigations.
subjects of California grand jury investigations.

The
Increasing Number
of California
The Increasing
Number of
California Cases
Cases Likely
Likely To
To Be
Be
Affected
by
Goldstein
Affected by Goldstein

The
use of
of California
grand juries
juries is
is increasing.
increasing. For
The use
California county-level
county-level grand
For

many
years, county-level
county-level civil
civil grand
routinely investigated
many years,
grand juries
juries have
have routinely
investigated the
the

conduct
of government
and officials
officials and
conduct of
government agencies
agencies and
and private
private entities
entities and
and
individuals
on
an
array
of
issues
that
also
are
frequent
subjects
of
civil
individuals on an array of issues that also are frequent subjects of civil
actions.
actions. Those
Those topics
topics have
have included,
included,among
among others,
others, health
health care,
care, educaeducation, law
tion,
law enforcement
enforcement and
and correctional
correctional services,
services, environmental
environmental regularegulation,
disaster
preparedness.41
tion, alternative
alternative energy,
energy,sanitation,
sanitation,and
and
disaster
preparedness.41
However,
recently have
begun to
to supplement
these civil
civil grand
However, counties
counties recently
have begun
supplement these
grand
juries
grand juries
juries devoted
devotedexclusively
exclusively to
to crimicrimijuries with
with additional,
additional, separate
separate grand
nal
matters.
For
example,
Los
Angeles
County
first
began
impaneling
nal matters. For example, Los Angeles County first began impaneling an
an
additional
criminal grand
jury, in
in addition
to the
civil grand
additional criminal
grand jury,
addition to
the civil
grand jury,
jury, in
in July,
July,
42 And, in 2008, the legislature authorized Los Angeles County to
2000.42
2000.
And, in 2008, the legislature authorized Los Angeles County to
impanel
a
impanel a second
second criminal
criminalgrand
grandjury.43
jury.43
Moreover,
it has
increasingly common
common for
for criminal
Moreover, it
has become
become increasingly
criminal grand
grand
jury
jury investigations
investigationsto
toprecede
precede or
or accompany
accompany civil
civilactions
actionsbased
based on
on alleged
alleged
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statutory
violations or
or business
businesstorts.
torts. And
And this
no sign
sign of
of
statutory violations
this trend
trend shows
shows no
changing.
number of
of and
and criminal
criminal grand
jury inveschanging. To
To the
the contrary,
contrary, the
the number
grand jury
investigations and
civil actions
is likely
likely to
tigations
and civil
actions that
that involve
involve common
common issues
issues is
to increase
increase
even
more dramatically
dramatically in
in the
wave of
of litigation
litigation regarding
even more
the approaching
approaching wave
regarding
the liability
liability of
the
offinancial
financialinstitutions
institutionsororgovernment
government agencies
agencies for
for acts
acts or
or
44
omissions
that
may
have
contributed
to
the
current
economic
crisis.44
omissions that may have contributed to the current economic crisis.
These
developmentsmake
makeCalifornia’s
California’s grand
grand jury
jury secrecy
rules —
—
These developments
secrecy rules
including
clarification of
rules in
in Goldstein
Goldstein —
— potentially
potentially
including the
the latest
latest clarification
of those
those rules
relevant
to aa significantly
significantly greater
of civil
relevant to
greater number
number of
civilactions
actions than
than ever
ever before.
before.

Goldstein’s
Goldstein’s Impact
Impact on
on California
California Litigants’
Litigants’ Use
Use of
of Federal
Federal
Courts
Courts

As
it remains
As described
described above,
above, it
remains unclear
unclear after
after Goldstein
Goldstein whether
whether
California
law
allows
a
civil
litigant
to
obtain
grand
jury
evidence
withCalifornia law allows a civil litigant to obtain grand jury evidence without
an
explicit
statutory
authorization
and
based
solely
on
a
showing
of
out an explicit statutory authorization and based solely on a showing of
“absolute necessity.”
practical
“absolute
necessity.” The
Theanswer
answer to
to this
this question
question has
has enormous
enormous practical
significance in
to grand
grand jury
jury matesignificance
in situations
situations where
where litigants
litigantsneed
need access
access to
materials
to
prove
their
claims
or
defenses
but
are
unable
satisfy
any
of
the
limrials to prove their claims or defenses but are unable satisfy any of the limited statutory
for disclosure.
ited
statutory grounds
grounds for
disclosure. One
One example
example of
of such
such aa situation
situation is
is
where aa witness
witnesswith
with key
key information:
information: (1)
where
(1)previously
previouslyhas
has testified
testified before
before
a
California county-level
a California
county-level grand
grand jury;
jury;but
but(2)
(2)later
laterbecomes
becomes unavailable
unavailable to
to
testify at
testify
at any
any trial
trialor
ordeposition,
deposition,and
andtherefore
therefore cannot
cannot be
be subjected
subjected to
to the
the
type of
of impeachment
that might
might permit
California Penal
type
impeachment that
permit disclosure
disclosure under
under California
Penal
Code
§
924.2.
Because
of
the
increasing
frequency
of
grand
jury
investiCode § 924.2. Because of the increasing frequency of grand jury investigations
discussedabove,
above,the
theCalifornia
CaliforniaSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtlikely
likely will
will be
gations discussed
be
asked
in the
future to
to decide
decide whether
whether aa litigant
litigant can
asked in
the foreseeable
foreseeable future
can obtain
obtain
grand
jury evidence
as aasubstitute
substitutefor
for the
thetestimony
testimony of
of an
anunavailable
unavailable witwitgrand jury
evidence as
ness or
or for
for some
some other
other purpose
purpose that
that is
is not
not authorized
authorized by
by statute
statute but
but the
the litlitness
igant can
igant
can show
show is
is absolutely
absolutelynecessary.
necessary.
“absolute
But, even
But,
even ififthe
theCalifornia
CaliforniaSupreme
Supreme Court
Courtrecognizes
recognizes “absolute
necessity”
non-statutory ground
necessity” as
as aa non-statutory
ground for
for disclosure,
disclosure, there
there isis aa reasonable
reasonable
probability that
for invoking
invoking that
that ground
ground will
will be
probability
that the
the requirements
requirements for
be stricter
stricter
45 Thus, regardless of how the
than
the
federal
requirements
for
disclosure.45
than the federal requirements for disclosure. Thus, regardless of how the
California Supreme
Court rules
rules on
California
Supreme Court
on the
the “absolute
“absolute necessity”
necessity” issue,
issue,
California litigants
in light
light of
to view
California
litigants will
will have
have good
good reason
reason in
of Goldstein
Goldstein to
view
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federal court
court as
more attractive
attractive forum
forum for
federal
as aa more
for seeking
seeking disclosure
disclosure of
of grand
grand
jury
California litigants’
litigants’ incenjury evidence.
evidence. This
This is
is likely
likelytotoincrease
increase some
some California
incentive
jurisdiction over
over civil
civil actions
tive to
to invoke
invoke federal
federal jurisdiction
actions involving
involving claims
claims or
or
defenses
whichgrand
grandjury
jury evidence
evidenceisisrelevant.
relevant. IfIf federal
federal jurisdiction
jurisdiction
defenses totowhich
is
is not
not available
available over
over aa California
California state
state court
court action,
action, some
some litigants
litigants are
are
more
likely
to
bring
a
companion
suit
in
federal
court
that:
(1)
raises
commore likely to bring a companion suit in federal court that: (1) raises com-

mon
to which
which the
grand jury
jury evidence
evidence might
might be
mon factual
factual issues
issues to
the same
same grand
be equalequal-

ly
sufficiently
ly relevant;
relevant; but
but (2)
(2) still
stillinvolves
involvesparties
parties and/or
and/or legal
legal issues
issues sufficiently
distinct
from
the
state
court
action
that
it
does
not
violate
applicable
distinct from the state court action that it does not violate applicable rules
rules
against
splitting causes
of action.
action.
against splitting
causes of
However,
there is
is still
still one
that may
may sigHowever, there
one additional
additional unresolved
unresolved issue
issue that
significantly
incentive litigants
litigants ultimately
ultimately will
will have
nificantly affect
affect exactly
exactly how
how much
much incentive
have
to
invoke federal
jurisdiction to
disclosure of
of California
California county-level
county-level
to invoke
federal jurisdiction
to seek
seek disclosure
grand
jury
evidence:
whether
federal
courts
have
the
power
to
grand jury evidence: whether federal courts have the power to order
order such
such
46
disclosure
As the
the court
court noted
noted
disclosure over
over the
the objection
objectionCalifornia
Californiastate
statecourts.46
courts. As
in
In
in Goldstein,
Goldstein, federal
federal courts
courts are
are in
in “conflict”
“conflict”over
overthis
thisquestion.47
question.47 In
48 the Seventh Circuit held that “comiSocialist
Workers
Party
v.
Grubisic,48
Socialist Workers Party v. Grubisic, the Seventh Circuit held that “comity
ty dictates
dictates that
that the
the federal
federal courts
courts defer
defer action
action on
on any
any disclosure
disclosure requests
requests
until
the
party
seeking
disclosure
shows
that
the
state
supervisory
until the party seeking disclosure shows that the state supervisory court
court
has
considered his
his request
request and
and has
hasruled
ruled on
on the
the continuing
continuing need
for secrehas considered
need for
secrecy.”
cy.” But
Butititalso
alsoemphasized
emphasized in
indicta
dictathat
that “federal
“federallaw
lawdetermines
determinesthe
the scope
scope
of
the
privilege
covering
[grand
jury]
materials,”
and
that
the
requirement
of the privilege covering [grand jury] materials,” and that the requirement
of
court thus
courts a
of aa prior
prior request
request to
to the
the state
state court
thus “does
“does not
not give
give the
the state
state courts
a
veto
over disclosure
disclosureinin this
this federal
federalcivil
civil rights
rights case.
case. This
veto over
This preliminary
preliminary
stage
is designed
designed merely
merely to
to forestall
forestall unnecessary
intrusion by
by the
stage is
unnecessary intrusion
the federal
federal
courts
grand jury
jury proceedings
to ensure
ensure that
that the
the imporimporcourts in
in state
state grand
proceedings or,
or, at
at least,
least, to
tant
interest in
tant state
state interest
in secrecy
secrecy is
is thoroughly
thoroughlyconsidered.”49
considered.”49
In
the Third
Third Circuit,
Circuit, in
Farm Fire
Fire &
& Cas.
In contrast,
contrast, the
in Camiolo
Camiolo v.
v. State
State Farm
Cas.
Co.,50
rejectedthe
theSeventh
SeventhCircuit’s
Circuit’sanalysis,
analysis,concluding
concludinginindicta
dictathat:
that: (1)
(1)
Co.,50 rejected
the
Seventh
Circuit’s
approach
“would
seemingly
reduce
the
state
court’s
the Seventh Circuit’s approach “would seemingly reduce the state court’s
purported
decision to
to aa mere
mere formality,
formality, and
therefore not
not really
really give
purported decision
and therefore
give aa
state’s
stronginterest
interestinin secrecy”;
secrecy”;and
and(2)
(2)“it
“it is
why Rule
state’s strong
is unclear
unclear why
Rule 6(e),
6(e),
which
only
governs
federal
grand
juries,
provides
a
basis
for
disregarding
which only governs federal grand juries, provides a basis for disregarding
the
rules, policies,
policies, and
determinations on
on the
the need
for secrecy
in
the states’
states’ rules,
and determinations
need for
secrecy in
their
their own
own grand
grand jury
jury proceedings.”
proceedings.” Federal
Federal courts
courts generally
generally owe
owe state
state
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laws and
judicial determinations
laws
and judicial
determinations “full
“fullfaith
faithand
andcredit.”51
credit.”51
If this
If
this conflict
conflictultimately
ultimatelyisisresolved
resolvedagainst
against federal
federal courts’
courts’ power
power to
to
override
state
court
secrecy
determinations,
California
litigants
will
derive
override state court secrecy determinations, California litigants will derive
much
less practical
practical benefit
benefit from
from invoking
invoking federal
jurisdiction to
dismuch less
federal jurisdiction
to seek
seek disclosure
of California
California county-level
grand jury
jury evidence.
evidence. However,
until
closure of
county-level grand
However, until

the
conflict is
the conflict
is resolved,
resolved, California
California litigants
litigants who
who believe
believe that
that such
such evievidence
would substantially
substantially strengthen
strengthen their
their litigation
litigation positions
dence would
positions have
have potenpotentially much
invoking
tially
much to
to gain
gain by
by taking
takingadvantage
advantage of
of the
the uncertainty
uncertainty and
and invoking
federal
jurisdiction to
of that
federal jurisdiction
to the
the extent
extent itit isis available
available to
to seek
seek disclosure
disclosure of
that
evidence.
evidence.

NOTES
NOTES

Goldstein v.
Superior Court,
No. S155944
(November 17,
Goldstein
v. Superior
Court, Case
Case No.
S155944 (November
17, 2008).
2008).
McClatchy Newspapers
v. Superior
Superior Court,
Court, 44
(1988).
McClatchy
Newspapers v.
44 Cal.
Cal. 3d
3d 1162
1162 (1988).
Id.
(citations and
internal quotations
omitted).
Id. at
at 1170
1170 (citations
and internal
quotations omitted).
Id.
at
1174
(citations
and
internal
quotations
omitted).
Id. at 1174 (citations and internal quotations omitted).
Id. at
jury materials
in this
Id.
at 1178.
1178. The
The permission
permission to
to disclose
disclose grand
grand jury
materials in
this situasitua“Each
tion comes
from California
tion
comes from
California Penal
Penal Code
Code §§ 924.2,
924.2, which
which provides:
provides: “Each
grand juror
juror shall
whatever he
he himself
himself or
juror has
grand
shall keep
keep secret
secret whatever
or any
any other
other grand
grand juror
has
said, or
or in
said,
in what
what manner
manner he
he or
or any
any other
other grand
grand juror
juror has
has voted
voted on
on aa matter
matter
before them.
them. Any
before
Any court
courtmay
may require
require aa grand
grand juror
juror to
to disclose
disclose the
the testimony
testimony
of aa witness
before the
the grand
grand jury,
jury, for
of
witness examined
examined before
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of ascertaining
ascertaining
whether it
it is
with that
court, or
or to
whether
is consistent
consistent with
that given
given by
by the
the witness
witness before
before the
the court,
to
disclose
the
testimony
given
before
the
grand
jury
by
any
person,
upon
disclose the testimony given before the grand jury by any person, upon aa
charge against
againstsuch
suchperson
personfor
forperjury
perjuryiningiving
giving his
his testimony
testimony or
or upon
upon trial
trial
charge
therefor.”
therefor.”
6
Id.
grand jury
jury materials
in this
6
Id. The
Thepermission
permission and
and requirement
requirement to
to disclose
disclose grand
materials in
this
situation
comes
from
California
Penal
Code
§
938.1,
which
provides:
situation comes from California Penal Code § 938.1, which provides: “If
“If an
an
indictment has
indictment
has been
been found
found or
oraccusation
accusation presented
presented against
against aa defendant,
defendant, such
such
1

1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5

stenographicreporter
reportershall
shallcertify
certify and
and deliver
deliver to
to the
the clerk
clerk of
stenographic
of the
the superior
superior
court
court in
in the
the county
county an
an original
original transcription
transcriptionof
ofthe
thereporter’s
reporter’sshorthand
shorthand notes
notes
and
a
copy
thereof
and
as
many
additional
copies
as
there
are
defendants,
and a copy thereof and as many additional copies as there are defendants,
other than
than fictitious
fictitious defendants,
of the
the number
number of
of charges
chargesor
orfictifictiother
defendants, regardless
regardless of
tious
included in
in the
the same
sameinvestigation.
investigation. The
shall comtious defendants
defendants included
The reporter
reporter shall
complete the
the certification
certification and
delivery within
plete
and delivery
within 10
10 days
days after
after the
the indictment
indictment has
has
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been
found or
unless the
the court
court for
been found
or the
the accusation
accusation presented
presented unless
for good
good cause
cause makes
makes

an
order extending
extending the
the time.
time. The
an order
The time
time shall
shallnot
notbe
beextended
extended more
more than
than 20
20
days.
days. The
The clerk
clerk shall
shall file
file the
the original
original of
ofthe
the transcript,
transcript, deliver
deliver aa copy
copy of
of the
the
transcript
to the
district attorney
and delivdelivtranscript to
the district
attorney immediately
immediately upon
upon receipt
receipt thereof
thereof and
er
a
copy
of
such
transcript
to
each
such
defendant
or
the
defendant’s
er a copy of such transcript to each such defendant or the defendant’s attorattorney.
ney. IfIfthe
thecopy
copyof
ofthe
thetestimony
testimonyisisnot
notserved
served as
as provided
provided in
in this
this section,
section, the
the
court shall
court
shall on
on motion
motion of
of the
the defendant
defendant continue
continue the
the trial
trial to
to such
such time
time as
as may
may

be
necessary to
to secure
secureto
tothe
thedefendant
defendantreceipt
receiptof
of aacopy
copy of
of such
such testimony
testimony 10
10
be necessary
days
before such
such trial.
trial. IfIfseveral
days before
several criminal
criminalcharges
charges are
are investigated
investigated against
against aa

defendant
on one
defendant on
one investigation
investigation and
and thereafter
thereafter separate
separate indictments
indictments are
are
returned
or
accusations
presented
upon
said
several
charges,
the
delivery
returned or accusations presented upon said several charges, the delivery to
to
such
defendant or
or the
the defendant’s
defendant’sattorney
attorneyof
of one
one copy
copy of
of the
the transcript
transcript of
of
such defendant
such
investigation shall
shall be
be aa compliance
compliance with
with this
this section
as to
to all
all of
such investigation
section as
of such
such
indictments
indictments or
or accusations.”
accusations.”
7
7 Id.
Id. The
Thepermission
permission to
to disclose
disclose grand
grand jury
jury materials
materials in
in this
this situation
situation comes
comes
from
California
Penal
Code
§
924.4,
which
provides:
“Notwithstanding
from California Penal Code § 924.4, which provides: “Notwithstanding the
the
provisions
924.1 and
and 924.2,
924.2, any
any grand
grandjury
jury or,
or, ifif the
the grand
grand jury
jury is
provisions of
of Sections
Sections 924.1
is
no
no longer
longer impaneled,
impaneled, the
the presiding
presiding judge
judge of
of the
the superior
superior court,
court, may
may pass
pass on
on
and provide
provide the
the succeeding
succeedinggrand
grandjury
jurywith
with any
any records,
records,information,
information, or
or evieviand
dence acquired
acquired by
by the
the grand
grand jury
jury during
during the
course of
of any
any investigation
investigation condence
the course
conducted
by it
it during
ducted by
during its
its term
term of
ofservice,
service, except
except any
any information
information or
or evidence
evidence
that
relates
to
a
criminal
investigation
or
that
could
form
part
or
all
that relates to a criminal investigation or that could form part or all of
of the
the
basis
for
issuance
of
an
indictment.
Transcripts
of
testimony
reported
during
basis for issuance of an indictment. Transcripts of testimony reported during
any
of the
the grand
grand jury
jury shall
any session
session of
shall be
be made
made available
available to
to the
the succeeding
succeeding grand
grand
jury
jury upon
upon its
its request.”
request.”
8
Goldstein,
slip op.
8
Goldstein, slip
op. at
at 11.
11. The
The permission
permission to
to disclose
disclose grand
grand jury
jury materials
materials
in
this
situation
comes
from
California
Penal
Code
§
929,
which
provides:
in this situation comes from California Penal Code § 929, which provides:
“As
to privilege,
privilege, with
“As to
to any
any matter
matter not
not subject
subject to
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the presiding
presiding
judge
of the
by the
judge of
the superior
superior court
court or
or the
the judge
judge appointed
appointed by
the presiding
presiding judge
judge to
to
supervise
the grand
grand jury,
jury, aa grand
grand jury
jury may
may make
make available
available to
to the
the public
public part
supervise the
part
or all
information relied
or
all of
of the
the evidentiary
evidentiary material,
material, findings,
findings, and
and other
other information
relied upon
upon
by,
or
presented
to,
a
grand
jury
for
its
final
report
in
any
civil
grand
jury
by, or presented to, a grand jury for its final report in any civil grand jury
investigation
provided
that
the
name
of
any
person,
or
facts
that
lead
to
investigation provided that the name of any person, or facts that lead to the
the
identity
who provided
identity of
of any
any person
person who
provided information
information to
to the
the grand
grand jury,
jury, shall
shall not
not
be
released. Prior
Prior to
be released.
to granting
granting approval
approval pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this section,
section, aa judge
judge may
may
require
the redaction
redaction or
or masking
masking of
of any
any part
part of
of the
the evidentiary
evidentiary material,
material, findfindrequire the
ings, or
or other
other information
information to
releasedto
tothe
thepublic
publicincluding,
including, but
but not
not limlimings,
to be
be released
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